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ABSTRACT
Electricity consumption has been analysed since 2016 at a Hungarian furniture company. At the begin-
ning of the research, a cyber-physical system was created which is capable of storing and analysing data 
on energy consumption by the production machines. The speciality of the system is that it can collect 
not only data on energy consumption by the machines but also the system can compare the energy con-
sumption with production data. The data is received from sensors, which are installed into the building 
management system via the company’s own computer network. In this building management system, 
calculations can also be performed. All the collected and calculated data are entered into the company’s 
big database. The data is analysed with a business intelligence system, and the results are presented to 
the management and the other employees of the company. With this cyber-physical system all equip-
ment are followed up in terms of energy management. The measured data can be analysed together by 
manufacturing machines and time; this way production efficiency can be represented by indicators. The 
goal of this study is not only to aggregate the energy consumption of machines that directly produce, 
but also to relate the energy consumption of indirectly aggregated production support equipment to 
production data. To achieve this goal, a completely new sensor environment had to be built to provide 
data from the supporting devices. One of the key supporting equipment is the extractors. These devices 
consume a huge part of total annual energy consumption of the factory (~30%). Their energy consump-
tion costs are indirectly related to production, but through research and development, consumption can 
already be managed directly and aggregate to the creating of a product.
Keywords: Energy management system, Direct and indirect costs, Industry 4.0, Timber industry.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the past years, we worked on an Industry 4.0 solution, which is connected to the energy 
management of a timber industrial company [1]. Research is carried out at one of the biggest 
furniture manufacturing companies in the world. They have an affiliated firm in Hungary, and 
we cooperated with their experts while building the system. Our Industry 4.0 solution is a 
self-developed system that was built for measuring, collecting, and analysing the electricity 
consumption data. Moreover, processes and other systems were integrated by us. In this 
paper, we are focusing on a new feature of energy management. With this new extension, the 
indirect energy consumptions related to the exhaust fans of the factory can be converted to the 
direct values. The main goal was to make a connection between the exhaust fans’ partial 
electricity consumptions and the manufacturing machines’ electricity consumptions. The 
exhaust fans work as supporting devices for manufacturing machines, because when a given 
machine is in operation, it is indispensable that the connected exhaust fan must work.

This paper is organized as follows. Before demonstrating the operation of the system, we 
investigated the relevant scientific literature in Section 2. The focus is on two main subjects: 
the direct/indirect cost calculation and the importance of energy management and its system 
[2]. We briefly summarize our earlier results and introduce the new motivations which led to 
the implementation of a new subsystem structure which is related to the exhaust fans. The 
parts of the subsystem are presented in detail together with the scientific results. With the help 
of this system, the company’s management can make more precise decisions.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
While studying the state-of-the-art literature, we sought information from three important 
areas of the related scientific field. The first topic is the direct and indirect costs, about which 
we give a general overview in Section 2.1. The second topic is the importance of energy 
management in industry, which is discussed in Section 2.2. At the end of both sections we 
highlight the uniqueness of our research. There are several research works and publications 
on the topics of timber industry, energy management, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and produc-
tion, but none of them focuses on these areas considered together. Examining the publications 
on these topics, the following can be highlighted: (1) In the paper of Kallam et al. [3], the 
focus is on IoT, and its elements related to energy management, but the main goal here was 
to implement communication between devices. This technically sums up the advantages and 
disadvantages of IoT technology, however, we study the application and benefits of commu-
nication. (2) In the study of Hashmi et al. [4], an IoT-based energy management system was 
developed from various tools and software. The communication between the elements of the 
system and the monitoring of the energy consumption of the examined devices (e.g., light 
bulbs) were emphasized. Compared to this work, we deal more with IoT-based energy man-
agement for a specific manufacturing company. (3) In the research of Li and Kara [5], the 
architecture of an IoT-based wireless system is presented. It is true that our system is also 
IoT-based and consists mainly of their wireless elements (sensors), but in [5] the temperature 
test was the main test environment, no production related elements were included in the sys-
tem. In our research, the test environment was a real production environment in real time. (4) 
The publication of Avancini et al. [6] describes a similar system to the one we have devel-
oped. It is an IoT-based system, using sensors to measure energy consumption, but it is not 
about a specific industrial environment, but about the operation of the process in general. The 
main difference here is that we can also measure the number of pieces of products, com-
pressed air emissions and the amount of exhaust air, and compare this data with the energy 
consumption data of the specific machines.

2.1 Direct and indirect cost calculation

To start and maintain a business activity, resources are required, namely manpower, work 
tools and other necessary work equipment. A business uses these resources to produce prod-
ucts or to provide services. The monetary value of these resource inputs is called the cost. In 
general, it is necessary to monitor and follow up what resources are used to maintain the 
business. Thus, the type of costs provides a solution. The type of costs expresses what kind 
of resource utilization caused the generation of costs.

A large part of the costs can already be determined at the time of preparing the plan, 
namely, which production process or product or service can be accounted for. Costs can be 
direct and indirect according to their accounting. Direct costs are those for which it can 
be determined at the time of their occurrence which product or service they are related to, so 
the way and extent of accountability are clear. In the case of indirect costs, the way of account-
ability cannot be determined at the time of incurrence; that is why only the cost centre is 
known. There are two types of indirect costs, the operating cost, and the general expenses.

The costs can be examined also according to their relationships to the production process. 
In this case, the cost is divided to basic costs and additional costs for analysis and design 
purposes. The basic costs are the costs that are the direct inputs of a given production process 
and closely related to the technological processes. These basic costs are accounted as direct 
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costs. The additional costs are inputs related to the production management and production 
service, which are accounted as general expenses. The costs can be examined and aggregated 
according to the change in manufacturing. This aggregation plays an important role in the 
preparation of different economic decisions.

In a manufacturing company, costs are also usually allocated to different dimensions. 
Dimensions are characteristics and properties that can be attached to different accounting 
items. For example, if we attach a manufacturing machine or other production support equip-
ment (they are in the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system database) to a given 
accounting item, later we can analyse and sort these items along this dimension [7]. Thanks 
to this method, it can be known which manufacturing machine produces the most production 
pieces (or m2) or which manufacturing machine or other production support equipment con-
sume the most energy at the given period. This way the machines and equipment can be 
compared in terms of energy consumption or productivity. A dimension can be for example a 
cost centre, whose values can be administrative, manufacturing and sales values. Another 
dimension can be totally different dimension values. To determine a dimension and its values 
there is no general rule, but it is always determined by the management of the company.

It is important to know the direct and indirect costs because manufacturing companies can 
integrate the indirect cost with only some fixed ratio or estimation. We would like to create a 
more precise solution to determine the indirect energy consumption costs.

2.2 Energy management

In addition to the financial and accounting side, it is also necessary to examine and manage 
energy management at a manufacturing company, since most costs are generated from energy 
consumption [8]. Energy cost is an important item and an ever-increasing burden for any 
business. Energy costs are influenced by factors beyond the control of companies; that is why 
without the application of an energy management system the losses go unnoticed, the unnec-
essary expenses have a negative impact on the profit, the economy, and the competitiveness. 
The importance of energy management is manifested in the following factors.

1. Exploration of savings reserves. The system focuses on bottlenecks by exploring 
 consumption characteristics, cross-effects, low efficiency consumers and consumption 
points. This often triggers modernization with an attractive payback period and the ongo-
ing projects lead to a further steady reduction in energy costs.

2. Increasing productivity. There is a strong correlation between energy efficiency and 
business profits. By exploring and quantifying this relationship, productivity can be 
 enhanced. Energy efficiency often increases the will to use other resources within the 
business.

3. Decreasing emissions of harmful substances.
4. Decreasing maintenance costs and improving reliability. The system is able to signal 

problems before they occur, but it also benefits the life of the equipment by reducing and 
optimizing the load and reducing repair costs and downtime.

5. Higher level of middle and senior management control. Energy management provides 
insight into the internal processes of a company and its interrelations, which positively 
affects the development of a corporate energy strategy and the entire business.

6. Greater employee engagement. Businesses that continuously monitor their processes 
have a much more motivated and committed workforce, which positively impacts all 
other activities.
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One of the main goals of energy management is that the employees of the company can 
better know and understand the usage of the energy resources and the elements of effi-
ciency improvement in the system, and through them they understand corporate processes 
and technologies. It is important in the life of the company to have a strong middle and 
senior management commitment and a clear strategy in addition to energy management. It 
is also important to set energy targets, which are transformed into a series of specific, 
measurable, and time-limited steps determined by an appropriate business and strategic 
plan. It is necessary to develop an appropriate tracking, measurement, and evaluation sys-
tem to increase and monitor performance in relation to the energy targets. Effective external 
and internal communication about energy goals and strategies is essential for the company. 
Those companies, which can achieve a significant cost reduction and much lower energy 
consumption, they can be faced with mutually beneficial components in relation to finan-
cial, environmental, and positive operation effects. This will make energy management one 
of the top priorities of the business in the near future. Strengthening energy awareness 
within a company is ultimately playing an increasingly important role in the success of the 
business itself.

From the viewpoint of the energy management, our research is also an important step 
towards the company’s compliance with the ISO 50001 energy management system certifica-
tion. With this current research, we can determine useful or useless operations of not only the 
machines (directly connected to manufacturing), but also their supporting devices (indirectly 
connected to manufacturing). The company can reduce the detected useless operation and the 
loss in a targeted way for a given machine, at a given period, with a given group of 
employees.

3 OUR ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce our energy management system, detailing the architecture and 
data flow of the core system.

3.1 Core system architecture and data flow

In the past years, a hardware and software framework was implemented and installed at the 
company [9]. Figure 1 shows the framework’s structure and the data flowing processes. There 
are more than 100 devices and machines with installed sensors at the company. These sensors 
send the measured data to the building “Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition” (SCADA) 
system and the ERP system via network gateway. After that, the consumption and manufac-
turing data are joined with a Business Intelligence (BI) tool and its technique. BI tool 
represents the trends and the close connections between the datasets.

The main research directions were the following. At the beginning we analysed the 
machines’ electricity consumption data and the produced quantities (pieces or m2 of timber 
boards). After that, possible defects of devices were estimated with trend analysis through the 
measured datasets. In the last year, we started to collect other resources’ data, for example 
water consumption or the air quantity produced by the compressors [9].

3.1.1 Manufacturing machines, supporting devices and their sensors
The energy meters (sensors) with Modbus/TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) interface 
are particularly suitable for central data collection in industrial systems. A picture of such a 
device can be seen in Figure 2. The measuring devices record key electrical parameters such 
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as currents, voltages, power factors, powers, and energy values in all four quadrants. The raw 
data from sensors run into the building supervisory system.

3.1.2 SCADA system
The SCADA system helps to monitor the system and save energy consumption data. In this 
higher-level control system, all trends can be seen in the measured data on charts in real time 
and can execute the remote control of the status of devices (machines) in the factory. The 
SCADA system can represent the collected datasets to the managers [10]. An actual value-set 
of the sensors are shown in Figure 3.

The data analysis process is not implemented in the SCADA system component, so we 
must save the data into an external Database Management System (DBMS) into our own 
structure. The SCADA system has its own programming language, with which the incremen-
tal saving routine was implemented. These data savings are the incremental backups, which 
means that only the new data will be loaded from SCADA to DBMS. For this purpose, a 

Figure 1: System architecture and data flow.
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schedule was created for the repeating task which saves the data into the DBMS. This routine 
runs every 10-minutes which is enough. Even the biggest electricity consumers (a sur-
face-handler machine and an exhaust fan) use together 100 kWh (Kilowatt-hour) in every 10 
minutes, so, the checking of electricity meters in every second or minute is not necessary for 
monitoring the electricity consumption in the factory.

Figure 2: Power meter sensor.

Figure 3: SCADA software screenshot about exhaust equipment system.
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Regarding the numbers of the factory: there are one main electricity meter (certified by the 
official Hungarian Electricity Ltd.), 2 plants of the factory, 6 exhaust fans with 105 shutters, 
9 compressors, 29 manufacturing machines and some other less important devices.

3.1.3 Database structure for storing energy consumption data
In the database, we created the base tables and populated them with data: for types of devices 
and the devices table. We prepared the tables for storing the measured data by device type: 
electricity consumption values by manufacturing machines, exhaust fans and compressors, 
produced/exhaust cubic meter of air by compressors/exhaust fans, and storing water con-
sumption (m3) values [11].

The sensors do not store their consumption values, no hourly, daily or weekly data is avail-
able either, therefore we need to make a calculation for getting the precious numbers from the 
sensors’ meters. For storing new data, a procedure is configured in the database because of 
the calculation. This procedure contains the following sub-routines:

1. Validation of the new sensor data.
2. Conditional inserting statements:

a. if the new value is valid (not negative or too high according to the latest value), then 
calculate new field data,

b. if the new value is not valid, then “insert” nothing into the field data.

In the routine’s new data calculation, the DBMS calculates the difference between the new 
sensor meter value and the old value (from the latest 10 minutes), and it will be the new data, 
which shows us how many kWh of electricity the device consumed within the last 10 minutes 
of an equipment (machines, extractors, compressors etc.).

3.1.4 Enterprise Resource Planning system for manufacturing data
The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is a unified information system, which 
accomplishes all information processing that occurs within a given company, and it supports 
company-wide integration [12]. An ERP system stands for both an application and for a con-
cept. If somebody construes it as a concept, then they are talking about a company-wide 
design and management concept. According to this the ERP system maintains a connection 
between each business process, and between the company and the corporate environment. If 
somebody looks at it as an application, then with an ERP system they actually mean a soft-
ware that supports the operation of enterprises and organizations. The ERP system is an IT 
solution that processes an organization’s data and information and implements a unified, 
integrated IT management of the processes.

In ERP systems, organizational processes are monitored, resources available to the com-
pany and the organization’s data are managed. ERP systems are integrated systems and 
operate in real or near real time. ERP systems use a common database structure and have a 
consistent appearance and operational logic in each module. The main components of ERP 
systems are the decision-making users, external and internal information, and external and 
internal hardware and software elements. The main functions of ERP systems are the stand-
ardization and automation of processes, collecting data generated during operations, 
transforming the data into usable information, and making the information available [13].

The ERP system is also essential software to our research because the production data of 
the company’s production machines are recorded there. We can track how much time and 
how many pieces or m2 of each product were produced by each production machine. The data 
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comes in aggregate from machines into the system. Each machine has a unique machine ID 
that allows us to identify them in the ERP system. We can divide the time measurements into 
arbitrary periods; thus, we can track the production numbers not only on a daily basis, but 
even with finer granularity, hourly or 10-minute data are also available This allows us to con-
tinuously monitor what products and how many pieces or m2 are produced by each 
manufacturing machine in every 10 minutes. The comparison can be checked at any time, so 
it can be also viewed aggregating into weeks, days, and 10 minutes. This way we can gener-
ate reports for the progress of our research and for the management that show how many 
pieces or m2 of products a given production machine produces in a given time period (days, 
hours or 10 minutes) and how much energy consumption this process involves in this given 
period. With this knowledge, the company’s employees and management will be aware of the 
data already mentioned. If somebody detects negative results somewhere, for example too 
much energy consumption and low production, they can optimize the operations.

3.1.5 Business Intelligence software for reporting
Business Intelligence (BI) is a set of methods and concepts that improve the decision-making 
process with the help of so-called fact-based systems, for example Management Information 
System (MIS), Decision Support System (DSS), Data Mining (DM) [14]. In general, BI sys-
tems are implemented by companies to improve the availability of their existing data, that is, 
to make it easier, faster, and more widely available to access their data. BI provides solutions 
to the following problems: making reports and dashboards, development of indicators (Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI), Balanced Scorecards (BS)), business and statistical analysis, 
planning, forecasting, business modelling, consolidation, aggregation, time series analysis, 
customer segmentation, fraud detection, credit rating, cross-selling analysis, geographical 
analysis of data, data visualization, graphs, displays, and data, text and sound mining. It can 
be used to analyse sales, to analyse demand, to test price elasticity, or anything else that 
requires data, sounds, images, or text analysing.

From an IT perspective, BI is a whole range of technologies and software for IT. To build 
a BI system, more software is necessary. Typically, a database manager is needed where IT 
specialists will store the required data for the analysis, a data loader is required with which 
people can upload a BI system, and a display interface is also needed through which people 
can query the BI system data and modify its models. Accordingly, we distinguish between 
reporting technologies, analytical technologies, monitoring technologies and forecasting 
technologies. Reporting technologies provide an answer to what has happened. These include 
query, report making and search technologies. Analytical technologies answer the question of 
why. These include OLAP and data visualization technologies. Monitoring technologies 
answer the “What’s happening now?” question. These include performance management 
tools, dashboards, and scorecards. Forecasting technologies answer the “What could hap-
pen?” question. Forecasting and data mining technologies belong to this category. The listed 
business intelligence technologies are becoming more complex and can have an increasing 
impact on the life, performance, and profit of the company [15].

With the help of BI, we were able to connect the production data (quantity numbers, prod-
uct types, and production times) storing in the ERP system with the energy consumption data. 
At the company, the BI system stores the energy consumption data of all production machines 
and other production support equipment (extractors, compressors, fans). Creating various 
analyses from the existing data and generating reports from them supports the presentation to 
the management of the company. These reports clearly show the useful and useless energy 
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consumption, the related production numbers and, of course, the periods. We can also track 
the energy consumption data of each manufacturing machine and equipment in the BI sys-
tem. Each manufacturing machine and equipment are provided with a unique identifier (of 
course, in the ERP system, the same identifier is also displayed for the same given production 
machine), so we can filter the energy consumption divided by machines. The data is very easy 
to interpret in the BI system. We can examine the filters not only aggregated into machines, 
but also here we can set the desired periods (year, months, weeks, days, hours, 10 minutes) 
and filter by manufacturing equipment, by shifts, by date, by machine type and by any other 
arbitrary parameter. For example, the system can show how much energy an extraction device 
consumed every 10 minutes during a given shift, or how much energy a randomly selected 
production machine consumed on a given day, how many products were manufactured at 
intervals of up to 10 minutes. With our analyses, we have already been able to provide useful 
information to the management and help them in the decision making process, because the 
given information became visible to them as well, so they could intervene operatively in the 
processes where necessary, and it is also a great advantage for them in cost planning [16].

3.2 New ideas, plans, motivations with the system

During our literature research, we did not find any timber or furniture industry case studies; 
because of this we decided to focus not only on the electricity consumptions by the manufac-
turing machines or exhaust fans, but also on aggregating them with the manufacturing 
quantities. Thus, the company’s management can get useful “energy performance indicators” 
about the factory’s operation. Our framework is a self-developed system with the components 
of the company’s hardware and software solutions. This was an important requirement of the 
company’s management.

Figure 4 shows that the total electricity consumption is circa 12 million kWh in 2020 at the 
company. The exhaust ventilation system’s parts consumed more than 3 million kWh. But 
unfortunately, we could not connect these exhaust fans’ measured data to the manufacturing 
performance. We wanted to make a connection between these parameters, thus the company 
gets not only indirect costs, but the direct costs of exhaust devices, too. Besides, we also 
wanted to know the quantities of useful and useless electricity consumption of exhaust venti-
lation system devices. Useful electricity consumption means that the machines created 
products; the useless electricity consumption means that the machines did not produce any 
products. For the purpose of converting indirect costs into direct costs, several changes and 
extensions were required in our cyber-physical framework.

3.3 Extended system

Based on the previously described motivations, the cyber-physical system environment had 
to be extended. New sensors were needed to monitor the exhausts’ shutters statuses which 
indicate that a shutter is open or closed in every minute. Additional input data of the extended 
system are the following:

1. Electricity consumption of exhaust devices every 10 minutes.
2. Capacity of exhausted air quantity of all shutters (for example: one exhaust device has 

three shutters, and if a shutter is open, it can exhaust 4,000 m3 / hour).
3. Related manufacturing machines and their electricity consumption every 10 minutes.
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After every 10 minutes, our algorithm added proportionate (useful and useless values) 
consumption of exhaust fan to the related machine’s energy consumption. Thus, we can get 
direct consumption data from indirect ones.

Figure 5 shows an exhaust fan device, which consumes electricity when it is working and 
exhausts air from three machines, when their shutters are open. In the example shown in 
Figure 5, the first and the third shutter are open, the second shutter is closed. If a shutter is 
open, then a partial electricity consumption of exhaust fan will be added to the related 
machine’s electricity consumption data.

Figure 4: Electricity consumption in 2020.

Figure 5: Main part of the extended system.
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3.4 Converting from indirect to direct electricity consumption

Our extended system was able to manage the new calculations to give us direct values from 
indirect exhausts’ electricity consumptions.

3.4.1 Formula for partial electricity consumption
As we mentioned earlier, we would like to know the partial electricity consumption of exhaust 
fans to every shutter (and machine). We introduced a formula that gives the partial electricity 
consumption to  shutter in each period (10-minute):
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where:

• j : identification of the related exhaust fan,

 • i : identification of the related shutter,

 • k : index variable,

 • l : the number of shutters of jth exhaust fan, and 1 ≤ i ≤ l,
 • Est : the partial electricity consumption of the i shutter of j exhaust fan (kWh),

 • EEX j 
: the total electricity consumption of the j exhaust fan (kWh),

 • ti : the number of minutes (maximum 10), when the i shutter was open,

• Ci : the capacity of the i shutter (m3/h).

After we get the indirect electricity consumption values (above), they are added to the 
related machines’ electricity consumption values (below). Then we get the direct values, 
which contain the indirect (partial) consumption values:

 
E = E +Ei M Si i  (2)

where:

• i : machine (or shutter) identification (these are equivalent in this case).

 • Ei : direct electricity consumption (with indirect value) of i machine.

 • EM i
: electricity consumption (without indirect value) of i machine.

• ES i 
: indirect electricity consumption value of i machine.

With these formulas, our routine is extended in the SCADA system. It was an IT challenge 
too because this system has its own programming language.

3.4.2 Calculation with examples
We provide a sample calculation with given and sample values. A given exhaust fan’s con-
stant values related to the shutters:

• Shutter 1 capacity [S1]: 36,550 m3/h

• Shutter 2 capacity [S2]: 14,500 m3/h
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A given exhaust fan electricity consumption:

• In the first 10 minutes [T1]: 18 kWh

• In the second 10 minutes [T2]: 17 kWh

“Shutter 1 is open” status (we indicate the first 10 minutes with T1 and the second 10 min-
utes with T2):

• In [T1]: 2 min

• In [T2]: 4 min

Shutter 2 is open status:

• In [T1]: 3 min

• In [T2]: 5 min

Measured electricity consumption by machines:

• In [T1]:
 { EM1: 25 kWh
 { EM2: 10 kWh

 • In [T2]:
 { EM1: 30 kWh
 { EM2: 13 kWh

Proportionate electricity consumptions of the exhaust fan per shutters and time frames 
(indirect consumption values): Substituting these values in equation (1), the following results 
are obtained:

• ES1,T1 = 11.29 kWh (Within first 10 minutes)

 • ES2,T1 = 6.72 kWh (Within first 10 minutes)

 • ES1,T2 = 11.36 kWh (Within second 10 minutes)

• ES2,T2 = 5.64 kWh (Within second 10 minutes)

Calculated direct electricity consumptions (machine) and indirect consumption values 
(exhaust) per time periods: Substituting these values in equation (2), the following results are 
obtained:

• EM1+S1,T1 = 36.29 kWh

 • EM2+S2,T1 = 16.72 kWh

 • EM1+S1,T2 = 41.36 kWh

• EM2+S2,T2 = 18.64 kWh

In this way, we get the direct electricity consumption values, which contain the indirect 
consumptions of exhaust fans.
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3.5 Results in Business Intelligence System

With a BI System, we can join the datasets which come from different sources. The electric-
ity consumption data come from a DBMS. The manufacturing data comes from the ERP 
system’s database. The BI system can handle these different sources easily since the datasets 
have common fields, with which the joined operation can be executed. These common fields 
are the following: device identifications and the rounded timestamps. By the electricity con-
sumption data, the device’s single daily data entry becomes a 10-minute granularity data. The 
manufacturing data of a device also becomes a data series with 10-minute with the BI tool; 
we sum these values and get a total number. Thus, the electricity consumption and the man-
ufacturing data can be combined to a manufacturing machine. In the extended system we 
assigned the exhaust fans’ consumptions to the machines. In this way, we can get not only the 
total, direct consumptions of the machines, but the useful and useless parts of exhausts’ elec-
tricity use.

Figure 6 represents the electricity consumption data of machines and the exhaust fans 
cumulatively. The data was collected during a one-week period in August 2020. In this phase 
of the implementation, we did not measure all exhaust fans’ shutters operation in the factory, 
this is why there are empty columns related to specific exhausts (and shutters, “Venjakob” 
machines). The bar chart contains green columns, which represent useful operations, when 
the machines create products, therefore the working of machine and the exhaust fan is gainful 
for the company. The red columns represent useless workings, when the machines do not 
produce any products, therefore the working of machine and the exhaust is not profitable for 
the company. In this figure, we show only selected machines which are the biggest consumers 
of electricity. Table 1 shows the related numbers, measured values of Figure 6.

We defined a new KPI in the extended system related to the machines’ and exhaust fans’ 
electricity consumption. We named this KPI “Average performance of a machine”. The KPI 
shows how many kWh of electricity were consumed to produce 1 m2 wood material (piece of 
furniture) by a given manufacturing machine and its connected exhaust fan together. In 
 Figure 7, the data represents one day in August. With this KPI, we can follow the trend of 

Figure 6: Useful and useless electricity consumptions per every machine (concluding exhaust 
fans’ partial uses). Legends of the chart: 1. light red bars: useless extractor 
consumption (kWh), 2. red bars: useless machine consumption (kWh), 3. light 
green bars: useful extractor consumption (kWh), 4. green bars: useful machine 
consumption (kWh), 5. blue figures: produced volume (m2)
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direct and indirect costs of manufacturing a timber type. The company has thousands of 
“products” (timber boards); because of their scales, colour codes and wood species combina-
tions, they are assigned unique product identifications. In the future, the management can aim 
at a target value limit, which they must keep during the manufacturing.

4 CONCLUSION
Through the years we have continuously developed a cyber-physical system. In its current 
form, the system can not only measure the energy consumption and production data of the 
manufacturing machines, but it is also capable to measure the energy consumption of the 
other support equipment (for example compressors, exhaust, fans) in terms of utility. In the 
case of compressors, the energy consumption data can be compared with the performance 
data, thereby we can assign the amount of compressed air generated by compressors to the 
energy consumption. Based on this combination, a new efficiency indicator was defined and 
created into the system.

The SCADA system, which collects the data from sensors, has its own development inter-
face and its own programming language. We defined a scheduled procedure to solve tasks in 
the company’s environment. This procedure consists of the following steps: (1) checking the 
condition of the shutters every minute (they are open or closed); (2) summing up of the 

Table 1: The related measured values of Figure 6.

Figure 7: One machine’s full (and its related exhaust fan’s partial) electricity consumption to 
produce 1 m2 of a product type in 10 minutes
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opening time of the shutter every 10 minutes. After that, our algorithm calculates the propor-
tionate scale numbers of the shutters’ open minutes and the permeabilities. According to this 
ratio, the energy consumption of the extractors will be added to the energy consumption of 
the manufacturing machines. This process is required because of the extractors’ consumption 
accounting for about 30% of the factory’s total electricity usage. The extractors generate 
indirect cost, which is added to the final price of the finished product as a direct cost. These 
calculations are stored in database and are continuously analysed with the BI system. The 
results help the company’s management to make more effective decisions and to achieve a 
more optimal manufacturing operation.
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